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The Norman Foster Foundation is
independent of the architectural
practice of Foster + Partners,
although Foster leads the
Foundation's design studio and is
responsible for the design of the
glass pavilion that has been
installed in the Foundation's
courtyard. Particular consideration
was given to local expertise in the
planning and construction of the
structure, with eleven of the twelve
consultants and six of the nine
construction companies involved in
the project stemming from Spain,
for example.

Client:Cl ient: Norman Foster Foundation  

Architect:Architect: Design-Studio der Norman Foster
Foundation (Norman Foster, David Delgado,
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Location:Location: Madrid (ES)
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Norman Foster Foundation: Opening of new
glass pavilion in Madrid

The headquarters of the Norman Foster Foundation were recently officially

inaugurated in Madrid in a heritage-listed former residential building located and

designed by Joaquín Saldaña. The Foundation has the mission to promote

interdisciplinary thinking and research among prospective architects, designers and

town planners, and to strengthen the connection between the disciplines of

architecture and design, art and technology. In future particular value is to be attached

to all-encompassing education as well as experimentation and research. At the same

time the new Foundation will be managing both Norman Foster's archive and a library

that is to enable insights into recent architectural history as exemplified by Foster +

Partners projects.

A pavilion has also been set up in the building's courtyard to stage changing displays

of objects related to Foster's work and his personal preferences. Providing the perfect

setting for future talks and discussions, its main facade can be opened up to the

outside and is shaded from above by elements designed by the Spanish artist Cristina

Iglesias. Executed in interlocked light carbon fibre panels and titled 'The Ionosphere (a

Place of Silent Storms'), the shading elements feature patterning generated from a

text from Arthur C. Clarke's science fiction novel "The Fountains of Paradise".

The essence of the building can be seen in its restricted choice of precisely deployed

materials, namely glass and steel used in an innovative and unobtrusive way:

particularly slender stainless steel profiles were developed in close collaboration with

the crafts businesses and welded together and with the high-gloss pavilion corners for

a result that seems to dematerialise the mass of the building.
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published 14.07.2017 Norman Foster's particular passion for technology is reflected in the objects currently

on display in the pavilion – an eclectic selection of models, photography and sculpture

from the worlds of cars, aircraft construction and locomotives. Even back in the initial

era of the modern movement in the 1920s, architects were fascinated by the rationalised aesthetics of modern machines, which is probably the

reason why a restored original 1927 Avions Voisin C7 once in Le Corbusier's possession is one of the objects now on display in the pavilion

space.
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FONDATION NORMAN FOSTER, MADRID

PAVILLON AÉRIEN
“Qui veut regarder en avant doit tout 
d’abord regarder en arrière”, estime 
le doyen de l’architecture britannique. 
Après plus de cinquante ans de carrière, 
Norman Foster a inauguré à Madrid 
le siège de sa fondation, destinée à 
promouvoir la recherche architecturale 
à travers le monde. Elle est hébergée 
dans le Palacete del Duque de Plasencia, 
bâtiment signé en 1912 par Joaquin 
Saldana, aujourd’hui rénové et adossé 
d’un nouveau pavillon, dont la structure 
en verre est couplée à une étonnante 
toiture faite de dizaines d’ailes en 
“dentelle d’acier”. Le bâtiment abrite 
les activités liées aux projets promus  
par la fondation à travers le monde  
(en collaboration avec des universités, 
instituts de recherche, pouvoirs publics 
et entreprises privées…), mais aussi 
les collections personnelles de Foster.  
On y trouve ses sources d’inspiration, 
mais aussi une ancienne voiture de 
Le Corbusier, une ‘Avions Voisin C7’  
de 1927. Monte Esquinza 48, Madrid. 
normanfosterfoundation.org
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